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The Highway to Highway Project (H2H) is intended to connect the Glenn 

Highway and the Seward Highway for continuous traffic without the traffic 

lights present on the current arterial streets starting at the intersection of 

Airport Heights and the Glenn Highway and ending at the intersection of 

36th and the Seward Highway.  

 

This project promises to be very expensive and may disrupt some of the 

city’s neighborhoods.  

 

The following rough pictorial concept may well be even more expensive 

and hence less feasible, but it does preserve neighborhoods and provides 

a direct very high speed connection between the highways. 

It utilizes a large tunnel: 
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The overall project area: 
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The northernmost tunnel section with entry and exit to the Glenn Highway 

east of Airport Heights: 
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Looking west along the Glenn Highway to the 1st signal at Airport Heights. 

The northern portals of the tunnel would be just east of this intersection of 

Airport Heights and the Glenn Highway. 

 

Please note that southbound vehicles can exit at Lake Otis, Northern 

Lights, and the Seward Highway south of 36th. However, southbound 

vehicles can enter only while traveling west on the Glenn Highway. 

 

Northbound vehicles can enter from the Seward Highway south of 36th, 

Benson Blvd, and Lake Otis, but can only exit onto the Glenn Highway 

traveling east. 
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The northern exit from the tunnel would spill onto the eastbound Glenn 

Highway at about this point. 
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Looking along the westbound lanes of the Glenn Highway toward Airport 

Heights. The exit into the southbound tunnel would occur at 

approximately this point. 
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The 2nd section of the project Crossing under 15th Avenue and showing 

exit to the south on Lake Otis Pkwy and entry for passage to the Glenn 

Highway. 
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Looking north along Lake Otis across 15th Avenue. Entry into the 

northbound tunnel toward the Glenn Highway would be into the hill on the 

east side of Lake Otis beyond the traffic light. Exit from the southbound 

tunnel would be in the hill on the west side of Lake Otis beyond the light. 
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3rd section of the project showing the tunnel under Chester Creek and the 

northbound entry from Benson Blvd and a possible exit onto Northern 

Lights Blvd for southbound vehicles: 
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Eastbound lanes of Benson Blvd just east of Latouche Street. The 

northbound entry to the H2H tunnel would be at about this point. 
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Looking east along the westbound lanes of Northern Lights Blvd. 

Southbound traffic from the Glenn Highway could exit the tunnel at this 

point and merge with westbound traffic on Northern Lights. 
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Southern most section of the tunnel project with exit and entry to the 

Seward highway south of 36th. (Overlapping with the 3rd section to show a 

bit more of the Northern Lights exit and Benson entry). 
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Looking north along the Seward Highway south of 36th. The southern exit 

of the tunnel would permit vehicles to join the southbound flow at about 

this point.  
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Northbound lanes of the New Seward Highway just south of 36th. The 

southern entry to the H2H tunnel to the Glenn Highway would diverge at 

about this point. 


